
A world class IT partner of choice

Ergo has been successfully deploying SharePoint for over a decade, on premise and in 
the cloud. Providing a range of services from portals to custom applications to process 
improvements, Ergo helps clients maximise the potential of SharePoint quickly and 
cost-effectively. By tailoring our solutions to different businesses and their needs, Ergo 
helps clients advance their digitial transformation strategies and dramatically improve 
business processes by leveraging best practice methodologies, honed over many years.

Ergo offers you

Ergo: The SharePoint Experts

If you answered yes to any of 
these questions, then talk to 
Ergo.

Release the Power of 
SharePoint with Ergo

Kickstart Toolkit  
Start your discovery 
process with access 
to our free demo 
environment and 
project scoping 
templates.

Scan and Index 
Solution 
Digitise high volume 
content for easy 
storage and retrieval 
with SharePoint as the 
central repository.

Training & Adoption
Our dedicated user 
adoption practice aims 
to increase the success 
with our customised 
training solution.

Portal Framework
Rapid provisioning of 
intranet and extranet 
portals, delivering a 
responsive portal in 15 
days*.

Custom Application 
Accelerator
Fast track application 
building and create an 
ecosystem of services 
including mobile 
applications.

Business 
Enablement
Explore process change 
with workflow solutions 
like our award winning 
FlowForma solution.

Is your intranet ugly, clunky, 
and so outdated that no-one is 
using it? 

Do you want to maximise 
SharePoint as part of your 
Office365 investment?

Do you want to upgrade from a 
legacy SharePoint version but 
don’t know how? 

Are paper based processes 
costing you a fortune to store 
and retrieve? 

Would you like to bring 
employees from dispersed 
locations together? 

Do you want to embark on a 
digital transformation journey 
but don’t know where to start? 

*Terms & Conditions apply: This is based on an indicative average and is dependent on the ambition and scale of project.
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With over 20 years’ experience, Ergo continue to lead the way as a world 
class IT provider. We design, develop and deploy modern solutions for modern 
businesses. These solutions are built on proven Microsoft technology which 
provide the highest levels of security, reliability and scalability for business-
critical applications. As recipients of the prestigious Microsoft Ireland Partner 
of the year award an unprecedented four times, we work with customers to get 
the best return on their Microsoft investments.

About Ergo

How we do it

We have helped clients to:

› Design and deliver a portal in 15 days

› Improve document retrieval from hours to just seconds

› Save €100,000’s through process efficiencies and time saving activities

› Reduce paper trail by up to 70%

› Dramatically increase user adoption of SharePoint

› Connect employees across the globe under one virtual roof

PhASE OnE

Consult
PhASE TWO

Implement
PhASE ThrEE

Support

We work with you to understand 
your business needs and to create 
a roadmap that delivers solutions 
aligned to your business strategy 

goals.

Our highly qualified consultants use 
Ergo’s unique productivity toolkit 

to develop, integrate and customise 
the solution whilst training the 

users.

We fully manage the solution as a 
service, including hosting, aligning 
to the client’s resources and wider 

IT strategy.

Did you know?  
If you have an Office 365 

license, the chances are 

you are already licensed for 

SharePoint!

To find out more contact Ergo on
+353 1 884 3200


